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Abstract

Furthermore, being able to explain why certain documents
are grouped together is important to studies on clustering of
documents [14]. To do this, we should be able to isolate the
major keywords that characterize each unit in the map.
Finally, knowing the keywords associated with the units
allows the user to view the label distribution and “guess”
where the interesting documents are.
Extracting keywords is not straightforward because of
a random projection method that is employed to compress
the large but sparse input term frequency vectors. Some
previous work has been done on keyword extraction for
SOM-based archives [4, 5, 9]. In fact, the WEBSOM
methodology does include an automatic keyword extraction
procedure [9], but the procedure is very slow. It computes
the relative frequencies of all the words of all the
documents associated to each unit and then compares these
to the relative frequencies of words of the other units of the
map. Since current WEBSOM text archives have more than
100,000 units and may contain up to 7 million documents,
the existing keyword extraction method is not practical.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the process of deducing the most important keywords. The
keyword deduction method is illustrated in section 3 using
a WEBSOM-based archive of the well known Reuters text
collection. Comparisons of our keyword selection
technique with the original WEBSOM keyword selection
method are presented in Section 4.

The WEBSOM methodology for building very large text
archives has a very slow method for extracting meaningful
unit labels. This is because the method computes for the
relative frequencies of all the words of all the documents
associated to each unit and then compares these to the
relative frequencies of all the words of all the other units of
the map. Since maps may have more than 100,000 units
and the archive may contain up to 7 million documents, the
existing WEBSOM method is not practical. A fast
alternative method is based on the distribution of weights
in the weight vectors of the trained map, plus a simple
manipulation of the random projection matrix used for
input data compression. Comparisons made using a
WEBSOM archive of the Reuters text collection reveal that
a high percentage of keywords extracted using this method
match the keywords extracted for the same map units using
the original WEBSOM method.

1. Building Large WEBSOM Text Archives
“Self-Organizing Maps” (SOM), and most prominently
the WEBSOM, have been shown to scale up to very large
document collections [1-10]. However, being used mainly
with data that are not pre-labeled, SOMs need automatic
procedures for extracting keywords of archived documents
if some information about the document clusters were to be
given to the user. Knowing the top keywords per unit
allows assigning non-uniform weights to the different
dimensions of centroids-based classification algorithms
[11, 12, 13]. Central to these techniques, of course, is an
effective way of knowing which dimensions (keywords)
should receive more weight. Likewise, in hierarchical
SOMs [2, 3, 4, 5], it is useful to allocate different weight
distributions to different layers of the tree. There again, it is
important to know which are the central keywords per unit.
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2. Extracting Meaningful Labels
The most critical aspect of SOM-based text archiving
is the compression of the initial text dataset into a size that
is manageable as far as SOM training, labeling, and
archiving are concerned - this without losing too much of
the original information content necessary for effective text
classification and archiving.

First reported in Kohonen [8, 10], a random projection
method can radically reduce the dimensionality of the
document encodings. Given a document vector ni ∈ ℜn,
where the elements of the vector are normalized term
frequencies after performing feature selection, and given a
random m x n matrix R whose elements per column are
normally distributed. One can compute the projection xi ∈
ℜm of the original document vector ni on a much lower
dimensional space, i.e., m<< n, using xi = R ni.
Kohonen [8, 10] reports that the similarity relations
between any pairs of projected vectors (xi, xj) are very
good approximations of the original document vector pair
(ni, nj) for as long as m is at least 100. Given r as the
number of 1s per column in the random projection matrix,
m as the number of dimensions in the compressed input
vector, and n as the original number of keywords prior to
random projection. Each term is randomly mapped to r
dimensions. Each dimension, in turn, is associated with
approximately rn/m terms. In our experiments with the
Reuters collection, we used m=315, r=5 and n=2,920.
Before we describe our keyword extraction procedure,
we need to be clear as to what a good keyword is. In
general, we want these keywords to be meaningful labels
for the individual units of the map so that a user who
browses a WEBSOM-based text archive may have as good

a picture as possible of the contents of the documents
assigned to the individual units.
We adopt here the two principles used in Lagus [9]
that intuitively define a meaningful label for a unit in a
trained WEBSOM. A term w is a meaningful label for a
document cluster C in a trained WEBSOM if 1) w is
prominent in C compared to other words in C; and 2) w is
prominent in C compared to the other occurrences of w in
the whole collection.
The distribution of the weights of every map unit
relative to the weight distributions of other units in the map
determines where the various text documents are associated
during archiving. Those terms mapped to high weight
values are more significant than those mapped to lower
valued weights. In other words, terms mapped to high
weight values are the potential keywords for the documents
associated to a given map unit. But since we used a random
projection matrix, each weight component has numerous
terms mapped to it. Thus, there is no straightforward way to
determine which are the keywords that truly contribute
significantly to the high weight value of a map unit.
If we study how the random projection method works,
however, we would be able to trace back the various
combinations of terms that contribute to each dimension in
the compressed input vector. From these combinations, we
can deduce the set of truly significant keywords as follows:

for d = 1 to m
if wqd ≥ µd + z.σd
for j = 1 to n
if RPM[d][j] = 1
add 1 to tallyFreq [j]
add wqd to sumWeights [j]
endif
endfor
endif
endfor

1.

sortedTermIndex [] = sort (sumWeights[])

3.

k=0; j=0
while (k < ExtractedKeywords and j < n)
if tally_freq [sortedTermIndex [j]] ≥ r°
output term [sortedTermIndex [j]]
k=k+1
endif
j=j+1
endwhile

2.

4.

5.
Procedure 1.

Keyword extraction procedure

For every dimension, compute the mean weight µ
and standard deviation σ among all the map units.
Weight values that exceed µ+zσ are significantly
high for the given dimension. For example,
weights greater than µ+zσ, at z=1.645, have 95%
confidence of being significantly higher than the
mean. Higher z-values imply higher confidence
levels.
Every time a certain dimension d is found to be
significantly high, it is likely that only one of the
rn/m terms mapped to it has truly contributed
significantly to the high weight of that unit. The
rest of the terms are just “piggy-back” terms.
Since the random projection method randomly
assigns each keyword to r different dimensions,
then the truly significant keywords will
consistently contribute high weights to the r
dimensions. If we count how many of each term’s
randomly projected dimensions are significantly
high, the count is close to r for truly significant
keywords.
By sorting the different keywords in decreasing
order of their accumulated weights, the truly
significant weights will be at the top of the sorted
lists.
Therefore, if we want the k most important
keywords per unit, we take the top k terms in the

sorted list that have greater than r° randomly
projected dimensions that are significantly high. In
our experiments, r°=0.6∗r.
The pseudo-code of the procedure for extracting the
significant keywords of a given unit q as described above is
shown in Procedure 1. The vector tallyFreq [] counts the
number of times a term t has been tagged as significant
(note that it can be tagged a maximum of r times, since
each term is mapped to r dimensions). The vector
sumWeights [] accumulates the corresponding weights in
the trained SOM, where wqd is the dth element of the weight
vector of unit q. RPM[][] is the random projection matrix
as described above. In the actual implementation of this
algorithm, we have compressed the RPM matrix so that for
each column, only the indices of the r dimensions for which
the RPM matrix contains a 1 are stored. Also, in the search
through the entries of the sortedTermIndex [] vector of
those words that have been tagged at least r° times, we
only check the top T entries of the sorted list, as most of the
numerous other terms are insignificant.
Figure 1 illustrates the relative distribution of
significant keywords, piggy-back terms, and insignificant
terms among the ordinary and significantly high
dimensions. Significant keywords are mapped mainly to
dimensions that have significantly high weights. This is a
well-studied property of SOM weight vectors that tend
towards the expected values of the individual weight
components. Since the important keywords of a given text
document are those words that appear relatively more
frequently than the others, then the dimensions
corresponding to these keywords will necessarily receive

relatively higher component values. As for piggy-back
terms, these are mapped mostly to 1 or 2 significant
dimensions (and to r-2 or r-1 other ordinary dimensions).
Insignificant terms (there are many of these) are not
mapped to any significant dimension, and thus are mapped
to r dimensions that are all ordinary. Since we accumulate
the weight values of only those keywords that are mapped
to significantly high dimensions, it is clear that insignificant
terms get zero accumulated weights, while piggy-back
terms will get less accumulated sum of weights than the
truly significant keywords.
The keyword extraction technique by Lagus [9],
against which our method will be benchmarked in section
5, does not use the weight vectors of the trained map. Their
technique directly computes the relative frequencies of
occurrence of all words in all the documents assigned to a
given unit in the map. A goodness measure G, defined
below, is used to rank the words as to how much they
meaningfully represent a given unit:



G ( w, j ) =  ∑ Fk ( w) 
 k ∈ A0 j


∑ F ( w)
∑ F ( w) + ∑ F ( w)
k

k ∈ A0 j

k

k ∈ A0 j

(1)

k
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where A0j is the region of units that form the same cluster
as unit j and A2j is the region of units much farther away
from unit j, considered to be outside the cluster. A unit k is
in A0j if the map grid distance d(k,j) is not greater than a
parameter radius r0. Unit k is in region A2j if d(k,j) is not
less than r1. The region between A0j and A2j is termed as a
“neutral zone” (greater than r0 but less than r1), and relative

Figure 1. Significant keywords are mapped mainly to dimensions that have significantly high weights.

Figure 2. A 16x16 labeled SOM trained using the Reuters subset. Agricultural produce labels are: coffee
(16), corn (19), grain (45), sugar (119), oil-seed (81) and wheat (130). Finance-related labels are:
dollar (32), money-fx (73), money-supply (74), interest (55), and GNP (43). Other labels are trade
(126), crude (28), and ship (108).
frequencies of words of the units in this region (A1j) are not
included in the computations.
The relative frequencies of each word w for a given
unit k, denoted by Fk(w), is defined in [9] as the number of
times the term w occurs in unit k, denoted by fk(w),
normalized by the total number of occurrences of all words
in all the documents assigned to unit k. The relative
frequencies are formally defined as follows (note that
following the naming convention of [9], w stands for word,
not weight):

Fk ( w) =

fk ( w )
∑ fk ( v )

(2)

v

Work done by Rauber and Merkl [4] [5] uses the
weight vectors to find components (dimensions) that vary
very little among all the documents assigned to the same
unit. This is done by going back to all the documents
assigned to a particular unit and computing the quantization
error eik defined below, where wik is the kth element of
trained weight vector of the ith map unit, and xjk is the tf x
idf entry of the kth term for document j that is assigned to
unit i.

eik =

∑

x j ∈Ci

( wik − x jk ) 2

(3)

3. WEBSOM Archive of Reuters-21,578
The keyword deduction technique was applied to a
WEBSOM archive of a subset of the Reuters 21,578 news
collection, a text collection that has been well studied from
the point of view of text classification. Several
classification performance reports appear in the literature
[15]-[18].
Once the WEBSOM is trained, each document is
associated to a specific unit of the map (we refer to this
process as “archiving”), and the cluster of documents
associated to a given unit may have one or more labels. A
given class label (e.g. dollar, corn) is assigned to a unit if
at least 60% of the documents associated to the unit carries
that label. Note that in the Reuters collection, each
document has been manually assigned to one or more class
labels.
The trained and labeled 16x16 SOM is shown in
Figure 2. Observe that there is a clear grouping of units that
are associated to news documents pertaining to agricultural
produce, like coffee, corn, grain, oilseed, sugar and wheat.
These are mainly grouped at the lower right hand section of
the map. Finance-related news documents, e.g. dollar,
GNP, interest, money-fx, and money-supply are grouped in
the left half of the map. Furthermore, a small grouping of
ship and crude-oil news documents is located on the upper

Figure 3. Top keywords per map unit. Note that extracted terms had been stemmed. This altered the
spelling of some words, e.g. januari, monei, currenc, bui (buy), produc, coffe.
right-hand corner of the map, while a “trade” cluster is
found at the lower middle section. A few other specialized
clusters are also observed.
The deduction technique discussed in section 2 was
applied on the Reuters map. We obviously expect the
extracted keywords to coincide with the various labels that
have been assigned to the various text documents, and in

fact, augment these labels with keywords that describe
better the cluster of documents that they represent. If we
select the top keywords per unit at a z-value of 1.96, we
would obtain the keyword table shown in Figure 3.
Comparing the keyword distribution of Figure 3 and
the label distribution in Figure 2, we can see that the
deduced keywords reflect very much the kind of map

measure discussed earlier (in Lagus [9], this is the G2
measure) of the WEBSOM methodology and also extracted
top keywords based on this measure. Over all, we can claim
that our method extracts fairly the same keywords as what
the Lagus method would extract by digging out all the
words of all document of each and every unit.
Figure 4 presents % match rates of different radius
combinations (recall that the Lagus method has two radius
values as parameters) for a fixed z-value of 1.96. We found
that r0=1 gives the best match rates, although the
combination r0=0 and r1=16 also gives fairly comparable
match rates. Lagus [9] reports that r1=5 gives the best
match rates, although the assessment was made using a
simpler G1 measure.
Notice from Table 1 that depending on the z-value
used, 56-73% of the top keywords extracted per unit using
our method are also the top keywords for the same units
using the Lagus method. 77-93% of the top keywords
extracted using our method are among the top 3 keywords
for the same units using the Lagus method. If we consider
the top 3 keywords extracted per unit using our method,
Table 2 shows that 50-82% of the top 3 keywords extracted
using our method are also among the top 3 keywords for
the same units using the Lagus method and 68-98% are
among the top 8 keywords extracted for the same units
using the Lagus method. We used r0 = 1 and r1 = 5 as
parameters for the G2 measure, which are typical values
reported in [9].
Another interesting radius combination that can be
gleaned from figure 4 is r0=1 and r1=16. This combination
gives the highest % match rate with the Lagus method at zvalue = 1.96. The G2 measure based on this combination
computes for the relative frequencies of all the words in

organization that emerged based on manually assigned
category labels. For example, the units located in the large
agricultural produce section which are labelled with
“wheat”, “grain”, “corn”, “oil-seed”, and “sugar”, have
such keywords as: coffee, wheat, rice, sugar, product,
grain, corn, maize, quota, Ecuador, Colombia, ground,
seem, ico, export, bag, certify, cargo, white, ec, ton, equity,
trader, tradition, crusher, virtual, shipment, area, crop,
drought, depart, report, credit, and mln.
The units located in the large finance section of the
map which are labeled with “dollar”, “GNP”, “interest”,
“money-fx”, and “money-supply”, have such keywords as:
dlr, dollar, yen, equity, bank, fed, loan, treasury, borrow,
reserve, billion, February, share, price, credit, unchanged,
govern, week, say, across, January, growth, dealer, pct,
buy, exchange, Baker, prime, stick, raise, offer, rate, raise,
currency, nation, trade, Taiwan, intervention, franc,
market, cut, future, and contract.
The extracted keywords also match the manually
assigned labels of “crude” and “ship” at the upper right half
section of the map. There is a small cluster of “ship”,
“grain”, and “oil-seed” at the lower left-hand corner which
seems oddly located. Upon inspection of its keywords, we
see that the documents are in fact pertaining to news
reports of various seaports in the world (e.g. in Brazil)
where a union of seamen has staged a strike that has
affected the trade of grain.

4. Comparing Label Extraction Techniques
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To have a more methodical assessment of the list of
keywords extracted by our method, we implemented the G
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Percent of top 3 keywords per unit extracted that match the top k keywords (k=1, 3, 6, 8, 16, 24)
extracted for the same units using the Lagus method with different radius combinations. A
radius combination denoted 1+5 refers to r0=1 and r1=5. Best match rates are noted at r0=1,
although combination r0=0 and r1=16 also produces good match results.

documents assigned to the given map unit plus the 8 other
surrounding map units. All the other units in the map are
ignored (neutral zone), because no two units in a 16x16
map can be more than 15 units apart (r1=16). The G2
measure penalizes words that appear in the cluster
surrounding the given map unit if these words also appear
in units outside the neutral zone. Our experiments with the
Reuters archive indicate that our extraction method selects
keywords regardless of whether the same keywords appear
in documents associated to units much farther away in the
map. Indeed, we may have units on opposite corners of the
map that may have a common keyword. We differ from the
Lagus [9] in this regard.

% match with top k keywords
z-value # of keywords

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.282

251

56 71 77 81 84 85 86 71

1.645

235

60 74 80 83 86 87 87 74

1.960

211

63 76 83 88 91 92 92 76

2.326

157

69 79 85 90 92 94 94 79

2.576

130

69 82 88 93 95 96 96 82

3.090

88

70 83 89 94 97 97 98 83

3.291

74

73 86 93 97 97 97 97 86

Table 1 Percent of top keywords per unit
extracted using our method that match the
top k keywords (k=1,2,…8) extracted for
the same units using the Lagus method
(using r0 = 1 and r1 = 5).

% match with top k keywords
z-value # of keywords

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.282

676

27 42 50 56 60 62 65 68

1.645

512

32 49 58 64 68 71 76 79

1.960

382

39 57 66 72 76 79 82 85

2.326

250

47 64 71 78 82 86 88 91

2.576

195

50 68 74 81 84 88 90 93

3.090

117

56 74 81 88 91 95 96 98

3.291

97

58 74 82 89 91 93 94 96

Table 2 Percent of top 3 keywords per unit
extracted using our method that match the
top k keywords (k=1,2,…8) extracted for
the same units using the Lagus method
(using r0 = 1 and r1 = 5).

It is a different matter altogether if a word is common
to all units in the map. Neither Lagus’ G measure nor our
method will extract such words as keywords. In the Lagus
method, this is done by explicitly penalizing such words
through the use of r1, since words appearing in units in the
map that are of distance greater than r1 will be counted
towards the denominator of the second term of G2. In our
method, such words are not selected because the
dimensions to which they are randomly projected will have
high values for all the units where they appear and thus lose
out in the µ+zσ test. Only words that have associated
weights that are significantly different from the mean (in a
few units) will be selected. Our method does not check
whether the units are located in contiguous locations in the
map. However, the characteristics and properties of selforganizing maps would tend towards neighboring units
having similar weight vectors, and hence, towards
neighboring units having common “significant” keywords.
In our method, the number of keywords extracted per
node depends on the z-value. Lower z-values yield many
keywords, but not all of them may be truly meaningful.
Keywords extracted using high z-values are all meaningful,
but many units are left unlabelled. The Lagus method, on
the other hand, extracts keywords for all map units and for
any desired number of keywords per unit, which is only
limited by the number of unique words in the cluster of
documents associated to the unit. Depending on how it is
looked at, our method’s variable number of extracted
keywords per map unit can be good or bad. It is good
because we do not force labels on units if there are no
meaningful labels among the documents associated to it.
On the other hand, we can argue that a few not-someaningful labels are better than no labels at all. In the
Lagus method, the labels are sorted according to their G2
measure and as the user zooms in on the map, those with
higher G2 values are displayed earlier than those with lower
values. This is a nice feature which we could adapt to our
method, using the accumulated weights and the number of
truly significant dimensions as bases for ranking keywords
in their order of appearance during zooming in and out of
the map.

5. Conclusion
A technique for deducing the most important keywords
of each unit in a WEBSOM text archive is described. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of our technique by applying
it on a WEBSOM archive of the well known Reuters text
collection. We demonstrate that the keywords extracted
using our method are far more descriptive of the document
clusters they label than the manually assigned class labels.
We do a methodical assessment of the keywords extracted
using our method by also implementing the G2 measure
used by the Kohonen’s WEBSOM team in Helsinki and by

comparing the results. A high percentage of the keywords
we extract match the top keywords extracted for the same
units using the Lagus method.
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